
Clan Record for MC Hammer 
 
 
Clan Name: 

Mysterious Captivating 
Hammer (MC Hammer) 

 Clanhome 
City Name: 

 
Lost Anviles 

Overclan 
Affiliation: 

 
Stondraeg 

  
Archon: 

 
Hank Rogers, Jr. 

Archon 
Description: 

He is an elderly man who feigns foolishness to outmaneuver those who 
underestimate him. He is embattled in politics, both between the dwarves and 
elves living together and with dwarven factions over what their legacy will be. 

 
PRESTIGE: 7  STRENGTH: 7  WEALTH: 4 
Clan Age: 1,200  Dynasties: 4  Size: 4,200 

 
# Sayings 
6 Your soul is revealed in your work. 
10 A hasty tunnel buries the foolish delver. 
4 Your judgment is your truth—to surrender it is to become a lie. 
 
Notes: 
 
• Annual music festivals include Anvilchella and Anvilpalooza. 
• The Grande Olde Elfey Review is a long-standing musical institution. 
• Lost Anviles is famous for its anvil choir. 
• The Ur God most revered by the clan is Jibbers Crabst, a rock lobster that breathes fire and hides 

behind a planet in the solar system, escaped from the form and city of the Gods of Ur. 
• The clan reveres its history with the Smith-Sonian museum of culture and history. 
  



The Stuff of Legends  4 Assets, 2 Liabilities 
 
Asset or Liability Effect on Ratings Story and Moral 
History of 
Military Shame 

-1 Wealth 
+1 Dynasties 

Once they lived in the second most populous city in Clan 
Stondraeg. There were many bigots, the city was racist 
against elves. Dwarven lawmen gunned down some elves, 
(#crimeswhileelven) and elven supporters staged a failed 
coup. The survivors and their families were exiled to form a 
new clan. 
 

Shame of 
Scarcity 

-1 Wealth 
-1 Size 

They lost many people (Oregon Trail style) as they moved 
from cave to cave, homeless and preyed upon. 
 

Allies—Elves +1 Strength 
+1 Wealth 
+1 Size 

Elven friends took them in. The elves had just been through a 
bad harvest, their wine turned poisonous, they lost 10% of 
their population. They wanted allies to help fortify against 
predation. Together, they founded the city of Lost Anviles. 
The elves let the dwarves name the city. 
 

Defensible +2 Strength 
+1 Size 

What was originally a trap to defend a way into the city 
became the new city; Yogurt (a half-elf/half-dwarf with long 
floppy ears) created the entry when his spirit was locked into 
the gate. He still guards the way in; supplicants must have a 
Schwartz (like a decoder ring, with a chip of vashite and a 
chip of butterite) and intone the key words, Klaatu, Verata, 
Nictu. 
 

Engineering 
Marvel 

+1 Prestige 
+1 Strength 
+1 Age 

Elves and dwarves worked together to make the most 
amazing theaters known to either race. Some seat thousands, 
others only five. They use waterfalls, plant life, and stone-
shaped acoustics to bring sound alive. One of the most 
famous theaters is the Dark Crystal. 
 

Rich in Resources +2 Wealth 
+1 Size 

Dwarves and elves created one portal that goes to a massive 
chamber in the earth with no other access but magic. It has a 
lake of lava, and will serve as refuge if needed. It is called 
Molt-town. Also in this cavern are deposits of butterite (a 
white gem) and vashite (a gray gem). These magical gems 
vibrate when rubbed, and they resonate with music, 
autotuning. They are built into many theaters and performing 
aids. 
 

 

  



Record of Adventures 

 
Characters and 
Players (GM) 

Date in Game 
Date out of Game 

Rating 
Changes 

Summary 

Thrustin (Danny) 
Rebecca (Rachel) 
Anvaland (Gary) 

(?) 
12.6.14 
 

None.  
+2 
Ledger 

Clear the Shrine of Stefani so the road of visitors 
to see the elven performer Pricey was clear. 
Fought goblins, a troll, single combat with the 
goblin champion, goblins had a shaman. Someone 
will need to return to clear it out further, later. 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    


